
User Interface and Interaction Design Work Flow

User Journey

User Experience Design Work Flow

BPMN, Business 
& Functional 

Requirements

Design Goals & 
Requirements

- Come up all possible solutions
- Record all ideas
- Compare and select 2-4 feasible solutions

- Create user flow for each solution
- All scenarios should be included
- Logics should be comprehensive
- Each step should be clear
- Action & result of each step should be connected 

and clear

- List all screens by texts
- Main sections, fields, buttons, graphic elements 

of each screen should be listed by texts

ApproveNo

Wireframes & Clickable Mockups

- Come up feasible screen layouts which are 
suitable for all information sections and potential 
scenarios

- Create wireframes for each screen
- Create wireframes for variations of each screen
- Create wireframes for various status

- Create flow map with wireframes
- Story should be told clearly
- Actions, various situations, gestures, etc. should 

be clearly presented

ApproveNo

- Mockups should be interactive
- Story lines should be clearly presented
- Reasons should be presented for related results
- Test usability and fluentness of the flow

Yes

User Interface & Interaction Design

- UI design for major screens
- Design for all UI variations

- Define interaction controls behaviors
- Create interaction effect examples, such as 

animations, transitions, status change, etc. 

- Define functional rules for visual elements

Approve

- UI Notes for developers
- Details about size, color, various status, 

interactive actions, etc.
Yes

Yes

No

Prototype & Documentation

- Prototype should be interactive
- Main user flows should be included

Documentation should include:
- Verison tracking sheet
- Main user flow and functional rules
- User flow maps
- UI with UI rules and notes
- Graphic elements
- Prototypes
- Original design files and exported files
- BPMN 

Approve

Yes

Prototype & Documentation Work Flow

No

Brainstorm, 
Ideation & 

Exploration

User Journey

Screen & Content 
Requirements

Review, Feedback & 
Refinements

Screen Layout

Wireframes

User Flow Map

Review, Feedback & 
Refinements

Clickable Mockups 
& Test

- Use Jira for tracking purpose
- Upload drafts, updates, questions and all 

information on Jira

- Use Jira for tracking purpose
- Upload drafts, updates, questions and all 

information on Jira

Interface Design

Interaction Design

Function Rules 

Review, Feedback & 
Refinements

- Use Jira for tracking purpose
- Upload drafts, updates, questions and all 

information on Jira

UI Notes

- Use Jira for tracking purpose
- Upload drafts, updates, questions and all 

information on Jira

Prototype

Documentations

Review, Feedback & 
Refinements

Upload to Sharing 
Folder

Jira, Lucidchart

Paper, Lucidchart

Lucidchart

Lucidchart

Jira

Lucidchart

Lucidchart
(or Adobe Xd)

Lucidchart

Adobe Xd 
(or PowerPoint)

Jira

Pohotoshop

Adobe Xd, Photoshop, 
PowerPoint, etc.

Lucidchart, Confluence

Jira

Lucidchart, Confluence

Adobe Xd, Photoshop, 
PowerPoint, etc.

Concluence

Jira

OneDrive


